
Score sheet for grading essays (adapted from Pinto et al 2003). 

 

Proficiencies evaluated and criteria applied. For each of the five proficiencies, the 

grader selects one of the five criteria to judge the quality of the composition. The mark 

for the criterion is equal to its sequential number. The final mark is the sum of the 

partial marks (maximum mark 5x4=20). The quality of the essay is the fraction or 

percentage of the possible maximum.     

 

Proficiency 1. Domination of the norms of the written language. 

Criteria:          0 - Does not attend to the required extension and format. Does not state  

                             the title and the author. Frequent typing mistakes. 

           1 - Demonstrates precarious knowledge of the written language:  

                 inadequate linguistic variety; frequent and serious grammatical  

                 digressions; unacceptable syntax infractions.  

           2 - Demonstrates reasonable knowledge of the written language:  

                 problems with linguistic variety; some grammatical digressions;  

                 barely acceptable syntax infractions.  

           3 - Demonstrates good knowledge of the written language: 

                 isolated grammatical digressions; isolated syntax infractions. 

           4 - Demonstrates very good knowledge of the written language:  

                 no grammatical digressions; no syntax infractions; no typing mistakes.  

 

Proficiency 2. Comprehension of the scope of the proposed title.  

Criteria:         0 - Does not comprehend or attend to the given title.  

                      1 - Develops the topic tangentially. The text presents some characteristics  

                           of argumentation.  

                      2 - Develops the topic reasonably from considerations of common sense  

                           and with references to the title.   

                      3 - Develops the topic well with predictable arguments and indications of  

                           authorship.                   

                      4 - Develops the topic very well with a personal and productive text and  

                           good argumentations.                 

 

Proficiency 3. Selection, connection and organization of information, facts and opinions  

                       to support the argumentation. 

Criteria:         0 - Does not present information or facts related to the topic.  

                      1 - Presents information, facts and opinions marginally related to the  

                           topic.  

                      2 - Presents information, facts and opinions to form an incipient text  

                           project or reproduces the ideas contained in the title.   

                      3 - Selects information, facts, opinions and arguments pertaining to the  

                           text project. 

           4 - Organizes information, facts and arguments to form a  

                            productive text.  

 

Proficiency 4. Mechanisms for the construction of arguments. 

Criteria:         0 - Does not present arguments to support a view point. 

                      1 - Marginally joins the various parts of the text.   

                      2 - Reasonably articulates the parts of the text with problems of cohesion.  



                      3 - Articulates the parts of the text well with isolated lack of cohesion. 

                      4 - Articulates the parts of the text very well and cohesively.  

 

Proficiency 5: Valid conclusion derived from the arguments. 

Criteria:        0 - Does not reach a conclusion or proposal of intervention. 

                     1 - The conclusion relates marginally to the topic. 

                     2 - The conclusion relates reasonably to the topic, but does not derive  

                           from the arguments in the text. 

         3 - The conclusion relates well to the topic, but derives only partially from 

               the arguments in the text. 

         4 - The conclusion relates well to the topic and follows the arguments in  

               the text. 
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